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On May 11, 1968, the Speech and Drama 00WOrtmo nt
and Creative Arts Division Council of California State
College at Hayward held the Third Annual Conference in
Rhetorical Criticism. In attendance were professors and
twenty -two upper - division and graduate students from six..

teen colleges and universities of the western states. The
students read papers on rhetorical theory, history, and
criticism, in six sections to.panels of professors--the
editor-critics.

Departing from our usual plan of ranking to select
papers for commendation, we used a rating system: good,

excellent, or superior. The four papers in this volume
are those rated superior by the editor - critics..

This year's Conference was favored by the participa-
tion of Harry Caplan, Goldwin Smith Professor of the
Classical Languages and Literature at Cornell University
from 1941-1967. His banquet address, "The Clasiieal
Tradition: Rhetoric and Oratory," was followed by a
standing ovation. Professor Caplan Is unable to release
his address for printed distribution at this time, believ-
ing it not ready for such publication. We respect his
wishes-..and at the same time look forward to his one day
finding means of making his rich and illuminating Survey
of classical theory and practice available to all studentt
of rhetoric and the classics.

Standing in his immense shadow we would pretty* to
dedicate this volume to Professor Caplan, interpreter of
the classical tradition to generations of students - -to the
scholar-who, in the words of Everett Lee Hunt, found his
"academic niche in the study and the teackOng of Creek and
Latin, but Instead if deserting elletoelc..,continued to
make notable contributions in that field, and to enlist
the interest of classical scholars who might otherwise
never have concerned themselves with the implications of
Greek and Roman rhetoric for modern life."
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SOME QUESTIONS REGARDING THE FACTS

AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF LOGAN'S SPEECH

by BEST COPY AVAILABLEy

James Johnson, Senior in Speech,California State College, Hayward

In October of 1774, near On !inks of the Scioto
ilitr in tj);(', the M (hie( Tatigahjute, whom
the whites called L'oon, walled with General Jehn Gibson,
ribson had been sent by L.rd Dunmore to arrange a peace
Conference fellowine the unsuccessful Indian attempt to
resist white settlement an the Chin Valley. The two
Approached a wooded spot close by the Irdian camp, where
Logan spoke words in his own lanewee that were to project
tar beyond that plaee and time.

Tahgahjute early in life began to be called Logan,
rol:61)1y in honor of the Secretary of Pennsylvania, James

/ Though his father was also a M:noo chief, he was
elieved to be of full French ancestry and was said to

fteve been captured as a child and brought un as an Indian,
this would have made Logan a half breed, but he was
horoughly nurtured as an Indian, 2 The life of Logan was
o different from others of his time,and race--until 1774,
hen a mob of white men murdered a group of Mingo, in-
luding members of Logan's family, The massacre of his
ife and children turned lonoan's friendship for the
olonists to hatred, and he set neon a path of vengeance,
Ilying himself with the British to whom he turned ever
ore than !O scalps. 5 In order to put down the Indian
prising, the Department of the Interior sent a formal
Alitary force under Colonel Cresap which led to a strug-
je often referred to as "Cresap's War." The war ended
n 177 with the final defeat of the Indians at Point
leasant.

Interestinoly, the words which Logan spoke in reply
o Lerd Ounmore's request to attend the peace conference
ave !wee compared to the world's greatest orations,
en years after the speech. Thomas Jefferson stated, "I

fay challenge the whole orations of Demosthenes and Cicero
) pronounce a single passeee superior the speech of
'eon, a Mingo Chief, to Lord Dunmore.'

The purpose of this study is to raise questions re-
arding the facts and circumstances of Logan's speech to
ord Dumont. My investigation is not designed to answer
II relevant questions, but rather, to study and present
heir historical significance to the field of rhetoric,
his investigation must be termed a preliminary study,
or it will require further, extensive research to solve
he many mysteries that surround this speech,

Lawrence Wroth, American Biograp.e (New
)6. 1933), P. 392.

Clark Wissier, Indians of the State s (New Y,.rk.

00) c P6 119 6

$yullatsfs Biv1UphiCO_Di.q_OPTIty. (Springfield,
0S1achusettS, 1943), P. 913,

Wissler, pc 12n.

tottowino tonere] Gito,on's attniea t,, oerseade the
to attene th. i.cdCe (11feren(A,

accrCire to hi,,tirian1/. 14.,shbarh. '.n

tar.. 0(10 the fol h wit g res:

I ai,peal t() any white oan ir he ever ptercd
L. oin's cabin hungr6, ArJ ,;ave him net meat: if

ever he car, naked dm: cold, and net clothed him.
the ciairse of the last ItAig and bl,oCy war

L an remained idle in his cabin, an advocate of
Peace, Such was ray love for the 'whites. that lay
countrymen pointed w. tIn i oassed, and said, 'Lean
is th, friend :4 On. whit.. -kin." I had even thought
to live with y.m, but for tilt injuries of ono man.

Cesup, the last spring, in cold blood, and
untas.veked, murdered all the relations of Lucian, net
even steiring my women and children, There runs not
a drop of my blood in the veins of any living creature.
This called on me for revenge: I have sought it; I

have killed man/: I have fully glutted my veneeance:
for my country I rejoice at the beams of peace, Out
du not harbor a thought that mine is the joy of fear
L-gan never felt fear, HQ Will not turn on his heel
to save his. life. Who is there to mourn for Logan?- -

Not one,6

Washburn, in his study of Logan, has stated, "Logan's
history is, in microcosm, the history of the Indian-white
relationship." 7 The outline of the speech recapitulates a
conventional pattern:,

1. Initial befriending of the whites by ledians----
"Such was my love for the whites, that my countrymen

. pointed as they oassed, and said, 'Logan is the friend
of the white man.'"

2. Personal outrage against the Indians by frontier
outlaws - --

"Colonel Cresap, the last spring, in cold blood, and
unprovoked, murdered all the relations of Logan, not
even sparing any women and children."

3. Seeking of violent revenge by the Indians--
"This called on me for revenge; I have sought it,
I have killed many; I have fully glutted my vengeance,'

4. F Title! retaliatory military expedition to "put
down" the "Indian uprising" --
"Far my country I rejoice at the beams of peace. But
do not harbor a thought that mine is the joy of fear,
Lean never felt fear."

" Logan's Seeech,"' in An American Primer, ed. Daniel
Buorstin (Chicago, 1966)7P7T6-7---

6 Ihid,6 P. 62,

7 Ibid,, o. 63.



5, The defeat of the fed1ans their
of land tied spirit--
'Who ii there to mourn fer L -see.

The earliest known copy Leean's seech--fsrs.t s-

nanuscript and first PublisheJ--was 'that .t James M,,, is

)n January 20, 1775, Madison wr,te t ; W;llia.; Bra sr

nost intimate frit:n(1 ,the irllOw1P0 letter. 'I hsfve v t
seen the following in print an'. It t. ,

i st ,

specimen of relian eli.,:uen0 eve cistu,ee val. r, ts,rt I

think you will be pleased wit' it.
' n Acknowlyee;,,c, the

:opy of Madison, Bradford wr: to in reely;

1 thouAht it a pity that so tire o
.ren el ..tasie v tl

justli call ,t) lorescish ;,1 te,.ursty

therefnre gave a copy t.f it rrthr wh,
inserter' it in h;s oeeer: from ho-.; !,-..-

Zrans(ribed jets) the )thers ire- has id,- 'he

highest satief act it to A I I tnat c,n mem; ri

reli eh the % ;iele .s I 1 -1...e sei:

rif...41,11 KC/ "01;'!.; Wild: I. :

made public.

Madison's ver' i,t L ,eou's spce.h was :

:he Penn.sylvansa J-ernal, Hp. 12.,ad'ere faeil neve,daper,
in February 1, 177%, ender the hedcre st-r
'ree fire'eia.e It was repa1A;shed she Niw Caectte
.rm Fbruar lj, 17/%. Meanwhile, al February tj, 1;7h, the

Gazette aid-dished in altered and prha
,ersir.n which has-been --Mee the first ie Is ICS),

/ith the publishine ef hi!tc.rical iater'al !r sr: r;-ev
..rchives, leepo's seech was included OS it t.nvard
:he Virginia Gazette of February 4, Iii

Thomas Jefferson recorded Locern's sneec.h in his

mocket account book from a Copy Liven hi, by L 'd fur, 6ru
int) translated by General' G:bsor. 5, and pr -

rocative was the speech that, accprdine to Jefferson, At
)ecame the theme of every conversatinn in Williamshur..- II

Jefferson published the speech in his Notes on Virginia
:o refute the assertions of the French philosopher Baron,
mho argued, 'There is something in the soil, climate and
rather circumstances a America, which occasion animal
mature to degenerate, not excepting even the man, native
ir adoptive, physical or mural." le rejecting, tfis
:Fleury, Jefferson used Lonan's speech as evidence of the
sigh talents of the aborigines of the ct;ur try.

The language of Logan's translated speech, with its
)vertones of biblical power and directness, made d strong
impression On the people whose principal literary in-
meritance was the Bible. The impact of the speech was
immediate. Jefferson's retelling of the story oavc it

'urther impetus. His account was widely reprinted in
ichoOl readers throughout the last half of the 14th
:entury and the first half of the h)th century. Wher

.0gan'S speech appeared in the early editions of Or.

Irving Brant, James Madison--The Virginia Revolution-
ist' (New York, 1941), P. 282,

9 014., p. 284 ,

10 p. 284,

II Boorstln, p. 60.

12 ibtd. p. 60.

13 WA.. P. 62.
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1...:;11a;m EsectfcFr.urth Reader, it wi.1

av ; d ; ! I I. i.% %..ter i k-Ot 'A.11001 rhi Wren
Tl 'oil eit,'. sales of the McCuffey; Readers was estimated

at morn than 12:,...'0,000 between 1836 and 1920, For

.years the Beech was a required recitatinn piece for all
.hiloren. '

T',is wide acceptance of Leean's speech by this white

-; doubt 11%% watt due, in part, to the Atli It felt

re, mapy tst,Irle ior the wrongs and 'mposed

upon this -noble savage." But with this acceptance Carle
a c sntry. r5v wh.ck wis recta strop tiny years
after time loath it Ttmas Jefferson,

;se In alloteit; !hat Cs.Irml
Creeae Luear's laeily. lo hi 1i tee yn

Jefferson referred to Lresap as -a man ;clammy, for the

-,urCers 'le had cuemitted on thiec mri

l;It. I I P,/, when Jef I erS 41 was al;

injured
Inc n a r d

t` residin,y, C.eean's stir, -in -law, Ltir Martin, one-

ts. r idi :1 wne nap b,'(;4 a rederalHt fierier, launched

ds-. 'Att r 1-ffersun for slanderirel WAY(' defender
of the cuntry." IL Martin offered ev;aeree that a man

ained Cetain 1,tathouse had lead the 'idler, Creek massacre
and that Crsae was rI ,resent. Martin's attack on
JoIff!rSvn ,vas OrCSeIOd V!al I, s-wspaprs.
fe"er,-- held that th ,rfensiee tent' d artisan purpose
. r emartir'; lettere to the press "f.el,ade the respect of
Jr 4r.swer,' 17 Ind he refused to be drewe ie:o a public
eintrovessy em the siehlect. But at the some time he set
h;mse1t upon a tw -yar inquiry to seareh I. r first-hand

!rss, .,f ire',.lieits of 1/711. 1,"dings confirmed
that Martin's occusatiYns were esseoliallv correct. He

found that there had been three sets of ',larders of Indians

on the (Alio River near Wheeljng. Cresap perpetrated the

f,rst twe attacks, it one of which some el Lgan's
relatives were among the slaio. Followine the lead of

Cresap, D,niel Greathouse lead a party of thirty-two which
massacred Lonan's family at Yellow Creek. .Jeflerson'S

refusal to ewonerato Cresap er all counts.; Ieot the
,,atroversy alive a% long as he remainee in politics.

A' for Jefferson's death the controv-ess, erupted
every ten or twelve years, until Ihf/ when historian and
critic of Jefferson, Brant? Mayer, disclosed that
Jefferson had deliberately suppressed a letter given him
ie which nr,t only denied Cresdp's quill in the

Yellow Creel, massacre,but held him hlamole%s in the
earlier sillier.'., It has been sueeested by author Irving
Brant that Jefferson's egn WdS ton larie tu admit his
serious:, ni s But, as Brant observes, ".t is utterly
immaterial whether Cresap or Greathouse led the ratty which
slaughterid L rein's 1amike.. the fundomeotal quilt was

where Jeffersoe ,IaL.M it and was deeper than hp claimed."
18

This cai:.diar to clear Cresap included strene effort

to L non. I:' 1PC7, Brant, etsyer wr to a honk

titled, Tohialajtd, or Logan and Cresap. that

L:an's '.leech WW, 011%Sdry, and
not it t.o.pri 1, :1,1vr und that

Ibid., p.

Mites rm the ;late Of ILDIL(211, (Chanel 0 II, i7r.r 1 .,63,

16
Brant, p.

I/ .

Jetterson, P.

18
fleurstin, oi /AO.
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I r-Aw r.oncrai 1r or I ,,'
cv,, o r f thr 1.1..st art Ir!'.% 0, a ,! at
the wtrld an' the lost MAM r, ,Ar!h I

'A1.6! statement if .orlat!', v-et4. H oas .1 tt

1,: it,; th ri sol ,'le , r , .
witotat anti taro. . r ,a.roat tit wrat, htnJ ber,.tt 6 01 r. ur,.: h':.

3,r still rhe J.,hr J. Jo, yo,

LALLDte:1), ol 't(11 ol the Lift' o' the Late
C .1,t11 C,resap, statio L ion sovech, yoar linc
seer 'men cif ItOion ,rotry, 11V, d counterfit, and
iiver in fact hod ..-W/ VY 5! en( V as a real Indian sneech. "

t HO!, M. lmise Steve,own, in a defense of Cresol),
taincluded thdi I :s h;n1) time thot this 'conversation'
should be eliminated from the school books..." 7? And
in fact, it is rare to find the seech of law in the
school books of the 211th century. --i.Jmenting on this,
Washburn has stated:

It is only in the present age, in which biblical
rhetoric is lost amidst the blaring of 'comnercials,'
the elephantine obscurity of lgovernmentese,' and the
saccharine hypocrisy of social chit-chat, that Logan's
prose is beginning to seem archaic, if it is remember-
ed at All. Ll

On July 28, 1841, a group of pioneers and citizens of
the Scioto Valley, meeting at Westfall, in Pickaway County,
formed the Logan Historical Society. The purpose of the
suLiety was to:

Perpetuate those principles of which Logan suffered
the sneers of his red brethren, by the erection of a

monument to his memory and by the careful collection,
safe keeping, and lasting Preservation, for the use
of posterity, the many scattered but interesting
fragments of the history of the early settlements of
the Western country,.. 44

Logan's speech was t:' be "fully engraved in quilt
letters on said monument." 25 Other monuments were erected
at Logan's Presumed birthplace in Auburn, New 'fork, and
under the elm near Circleville, Ohio, where local tradition
oc5umed his speech to hove been node.

The character of and his people is romantjclly
described by Washington Irving in his Sketch Book. Irving,
like JfferSoe, rejected the theorir of the Indion as brine
an inferior human and wr-te:

There is something in the character and habits of
the North American savane, taken in cinnection with
the scenery over which he is accustomed to range, its
vast lakes, boundless forests, majestic rivers, its

trackless plains, that is, to 91 mind wonderfully
'itriking and sublime.

This much can be said with certainty, authentic or

riid (3.

4)1!,
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'.01,oterti it," the r attributed tii L Aar, have

soinificant -o-t in tte ctr.r-o of the 1,0ian-white

T1, float ,r% bearing on
L .ga.iis address r, leer writteh, My investiation,
a preliiinary stun, hopcfully sets the groundwork for
forthri researth,



I.A. RICHARDS; RHETORICAL PROSPECTOR:

THE MINER, HIS MINES, AND HIS METAPHOR
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Richard S. I. ticas, Graduate in Speech, Sacramento State College

A liteti-,
Pur an ;0 v ,
40 ri '14.t ;

',Jilt. ^r tyn

It 14;. ha

the .16. s

.)! ir the 00

An, att..-P 4

r

1, a re e.. u0o',. 0.. H. N.
(ne 7r,','.4- Oir-

' -I. .1! .:u:r-e

sha'l

erariein.,: pii, A, r ,

pr,6;nr, n. hear
on outa.:)her, 4P-c, hi

o' metaphc in r,e hi .-

Richards' spvawlin,: in

) te. influential wort' ,ell as Pri-
iraic, both tohrlarly are popular." The ei..cies:s

cortivirix ''wordy' writ ff.*.

rt: hoc beeo p.,tr4. It

u^ko,ual for A Poe: to retAr,r1r-,71C irto d
Richards has revr.ad (hi publishe

ic,. ." hi' -4.i. i. 1 r ho d; -

'In n 6' rIt'arlim d,- .10 ..... r IV

new i.elds . . una'raie !ow :Irv,. 'nal:

hOrinvf r fain', no matir i! w; 1: " I. ;
ki.ttirrj, dr, th e,:; _e,t fit I %i!WaiP. P, .t!'
xLV1 (Oct., lA8), ; while vies.. the

other side o' the coin wh^ hr .1.7r,ces Pi ha-Oc r,r "dis-
mi:,5ing as mere verbiage troori-s with %,hich he di,.a.iree
0"d of braveky hacLing at i.ry ci"icul! intellef.tual foots
rather then patiently unrwelline ''Four tb,'es

1 A. Ri,..hards' Estne4 , P.,eor"
XLIV (July, i,.3c), :t54_367.

04. H 'f. Larquae.
e,,, ,talto, iro,7na

of 0,vtri Ah 1933, at wje

The impressive bA: of writing produced !n, RiOlards
o.)s art wholly acc1Lrit for the impact his life has had.

teaching activities ane continual concern for educe.-
helve also left their

writcr and teacher - but ure Specifically
;rilosvun r, bsycholt.oist, lecturer, professor, poet,

- all of tnes terms, and more, are needed to
e,scribn :h.: career n' I. Richards; and his influence
i- the of critiis comMunicat;on has been so

f,no s,, ,o instance; so subtle) that i t will

, t,. .ap 'ult. th.. effects for an., .eer:.

r !icier, xPlorator% pi-Joe of Richards' 'heory o'
r excitinq, tor Hotopf, ,..no has spent

. . in rea_hin.: an:4 critically,aPPraisinc..

hi) ..,ritingS, finOs them tnich with ideas. For
-etaphor is a constitu`ive Part o' lanqua'.e and

h,s 04 retaphor is wideiv irclosive, the only ore-
r-.!%uici!e being the tt'o of two ideas, for;

tne ii-ol,s, fijr,-.ulatii,n, when te.. a

!--aph,,r 14,,,Jhts of (;ifter,nt

to;etn-r and suoported by
word, or whose meaning iS

re..,ult.4nt thei interaction)

r,..1,! ,,elonor introduces t4o of
.i in t'XPOSition:

..ther . , is beinc, usec liter-
or r:..tIonori,.011.. not . an easy

to 'w'tle, of provisHnall
coci6.-; whi.:ther . the

Lov,.; us tw, ideas or one .

Anett:er it Presents both a tenor and a
voni.le which Cooperate in an incluaiv

lh, ie,or is the unurlyinu idea to which the vehicle
',r:nor ,r.h..rocterist;..s. For exa,p1r, in the

wc. 0 lior in tenor, thn

hoot. of poetry was C000by 4,01'h oou ut,Hr
10 ha. published Th; 5.-"(, and

i!
1 well a'. Plays, T,

and .'. Leal, in th. k,r,v,rse,

!. Hyr.dr, th' 4r-lod Vi'ion, Lan9uage, p, W+

14101.irti5, p.

Some of the most well known are: with C. K. Ogden, The
mgdhihg_pftlaLcsi. (1=t4;1); Principles or Literary_criti.c.,iv 'Did.. D. 11) (italics rine)
(1929ri The PhilOSOPh ofRhelorici (19361; and to_terp.rts-
,tskjqh, in Teallata, 938). 9 Daniel Fogarty, Hopes__ for_ a. New Rhetoric., (flew

M9), P, 37.
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underlying idea, is "man in battle," while the vehicle,
"lion," lends certain lion -like characteristics to the

idea of man in battle and the inclusive meaning is the
result of the interaction between the two ideas.10

Metaphor is so vital because of what the mind does
when confronted with ideas which belong to different
"orders of experience" since:

The mind is a connecting organ, it works
only by connecting, and jt can connect
any two things in an indefinitely large
number of different ways. Which of these
it chooses is settled by reference to
some larger whole or aim . . . In all

interpretation we are filling in connections.11

The impurtance of metaphor, then, is due, in part, to the
fact that its presence does not disrupt the usual mode of
thought.

Richards holds that the "problem of communication" is
one of obtaining "clear transmission" through a complex
vehicle:

How to obtain clear transmission is pre-
cisely the problem of communication. We
have seen that it is a matter of avail-
ability of common experiences, the elici-
tation of these by a suitable vehicle, and
the control and extrusion of irrelevant
elements . . . through the complexity of
the vehicle. 12

Metaphor contributes to this complexity by the multiplica-
tion of contexts relevant to the underlying ideas.
Richards points out that:

In difficult cases the vehicle of communi-
cation must inevitably be complex. The
effect of a word varies with the other
wordt among which it is placed. What
would be highly ambiguous by itself be-
comes definite in a suitable context . . .

To this is -due the superiority of verse to
prose, . . . poetry being by far the more
complex vehicle.13

Any attempt to examine.Richards' practice in the light
of his theory should start with his view of communication
in which "a language transaction . . . may be defined as a
use of symbols in such a way that acts of reference occur
in a hearer which are similar in all relevant respects to
those which are symbolized by them in the speaker."14
Because no speaker and hearer can ever have identical
"contexts," the symbolization must be complex enough to
facilitate the desired interpretation by "making available
common experiences," by the "extrusion of irrelevancies,"
and by the introduction of varied elements.15 It is in

these capacities that metaphor is expected to serve.

Metaphor is a semi-surreptitious method by
whiCh a greater variety of elements can be

10 Richards, Philosophy, p. 96.

11 p. 1245.

12 Richards, 1160C1010_0fAlterary Criticism, P. 188.

13 IOW., p. 178=9.

14 Ogden and Richards, Meanina_of _Meaning, p. 205.6.

15 Richards, tr_l2112121_0tliterarY_Criticism, p. 180,
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wrought into the fabric of the experience.
. . , What is needed for the wholeness of
an experience is not always naturally
present, and metaphor supplies an excuse
by which what is needed may be smuggled
in.16

The yeoman service which Richards exacts from meta-
phor piques the curiosity about what use the theorist
might himself make of metaphor in communication.

In an attempt to satisfy this curiosity, a brief,
exploratory analysis of the metaphor in Richards' commu-
nication was undertaken. The sample is a short talk "given
in connection with the Harvard General Education programme,"
in February. 1947, entitled, "General Education in the
Humanities" and was an explanation of a course on "Sources
of our Common Thought."I7 We do not have information on
the audience, except Richards' statement that the talk WaS
addressed to an audience with a "special interest."18

The speaker's main, unexpended thesis was that a gen-
eral education should consist of the continual asking of
the question, "What is a general education?." The use of
metaphor in the talk expanded this thesis in several ways.

The first was through the Introduction of common ex-
periences. Moral obligation was linked to the quest for a
general education; the individual was made an "eddy" in the
water-shed of tradition, and the student was identified as
a "make-the-grade examinee." The bringing in of reference
to common experience was continued through the "Old Testa-
ment," "perfect spring weather," and the widespread Ameri-
can ideal of the "pursuit" of a goal. A concluding
metaphor opened up many "contexts" by linking the "ques-
tioning" to the materialistic business world:

But we cannot ask such a question in the
void. It does no good to interrogate
merely the words General Education. We
must have materials - samples to examine -
while remembering that it is our business
to be examiners, not examinees. We must
not let the routines and mechanics of the
learning-teaching trade get in the way.19

All of these metaphors made available to the hearer many
"contexts" with which almost any American audience would
have had much experience. Of course, without some limiting
of the "contexts" to those which are compatible with the
speaker's purpose, this function of metaphor might be self.
defeating.

This points to the importance of another function
which metaphor performed 1-n this talk, the "extrusion of
irrelevancies." The possibility that the bearers might
have resisted the thesis as individuals was lessened by
three separate metaphors which tended to involve the indi=
vidual hearer to a greater degree:

Any man today has to fight for his moral
life to get a good general education.

. They are the chief tributaries of
the river in which we, as individuals,
are little whirls and eddies,

. . . with planet-dweller's indifference.

16 Ibid., p. 180.

1/ Richards, Speculative In3Armmen11, PP. 128=132,

18 010., P. xii.

19 WO., p. 132,



Mere the questioning (or quest) was made a moral issue in
which the individual is submerged, Also, his bringing
modern man's reputation for sophisticated indifference out
In plain view made it a less desirable refuge.

Another metaphor added urgency to ,the thesis by link -
inq the message of the Old Testament to the contemporary
41earer as'a player in the "perpetual human tragedy":

The Old Testament . . , is an unpeael,
Wed exhibition or titanic questionings
followed by wooden-minded formalism and
miscomprehension, it enacts before us,
on the grandest scale, the perpetual
human tragedy - the transformation of
originative inspiration into the neat
note and devout observance of the make.
the-grade examinee.20

thus metaphor served to define the idealistic aspects,
of the thesis and then turned to the practical, The "bu

Pe

rU

Mass worf metaphor quoted previously was well suited
this purpose, The "vehicle" consisted of the practical,
Aelcadav, competitive values of economic enterprise and
interacted with the underlying Idealistic "quest" for a
moral education. The result was a limiting of the proper
interpretation to the idea that if the quest were to be
foductive one would have to ask meaningful :questions about
slid samples.

Another facet of the use of metaphor which may be pro-
ltably examined concerns the "dependence of the effects
Pon one another."21 One :hreed of interdependence was in
"eithetdS' use of the Old Testament. It was one source of
eetere Man's tradition in the "watershed" metaphor, an
exhibition of "perpetual human tragedy" in the next, and an

e
ample of what general education is and is not in a third
taphor,, Because the old Testament holds a place of gen-

fel esteem, the Several uses of it were probably effective
A controlling references about traditional, humanistic,
Ad practical individual involvement.

In another sense, all of the metaphor used pointed to-
ard the need for perscnal involvement in this ', uestioning
but general otheAtion. The issue of morality, the im-

ortance of tradition, the compromise of the "make-the-
fade" student, the "pursuit" of the goal, the necessity
T the "business" approach - the resultants of all these
eneeevehicie Interactions emphasized the need for indivi-
Del involvement,

it.seems, then, that Richards' use of metaphor in this
here talk made more complex, i.e., expanded, th,.. thesis,
,y the introduction of common experiences, by the extrusion
f irrelevancies, and by the control of interdependencies.

Simple "questioning" became the complex message which
Ode relevant "references" about moral obligations, tradi-
len flowing from the ancients, the indifference of mod.
fat, "the perpetual human tragedy," the "pursuit" of a
al, and pragmatic procedures subordinate to desirable

lende."

I have net intended to convey the idea that Richards'
f.actical use of metaphor was a conscious effort to ful-
All th4 tenets of his theory, The myriad factors which
pine on the communication process legislate against the
uccessful combination of theory and practice in any narrow,

[ adgel p. 132'

11 Richards, PIIAAAPAOA___Of Literary CriliciSm, p. 180.
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mechanistic manner," What I have tried to convey in my
brief examination of a talk by Richards is the idea that
his use of metaphor does support his theory, If his view
of language and thought as being essentially metaphoric is
valid, it follows that the use of metaphor would tend to
support his theory even wnen the speaker has never been
exposed to that theory. If effective use of metaphor can
result without knowledge of theory, where, then, is the
value of detailed study of metaphor? Perhaps on,- basic
value would be the awareness that metar1.i p rays a vital
role in rhetoric, and is simply "a sort of happy extra
trick with words,"23 But Richards has staked out a larger
claim:

We must translate more of our skill it

discussable science. Reflect be e ieee
what we do alrean so cleverly. Raise our
implicit recogni i into explicit distinee
tionS, As we do we find that all the
questions that matter in literary history
and criticism take on a new Interest and
wivar relevance to human needs,?

Richards' fel and productive life leaves exposed a
rich out-cropping waiting to be worked. For the rhetorical
prospector the exploratory assays are promising and exalts
ing, The heaviest nuggets, however, (and the poke full of
dust as well) are carried by calloused hands. Perhaps the
prospectors outnumber the miners.

22 Richards points this out in regard to the writing of
poetry, and I believe it holds true (perhaps to a lesser
degree) in persuasive prose. 10 his preface to T-e-eheeenA
he writes: "What connections, if any, hold between
critic's theories about poetry and his practice when he
professes as a poet? My own view has been that he such
connections should be discernable. The duties of good
critical theory . . . are analogous to those of a good
police in a society as nearly anarchic as possible.

Good theory is not there to toll the poet what he shall do,
but to protect him from gangsterotheeries.

. . Critical
theory does this best by observing the actualities of
inspiration and composition. these I Suggest, are toe=
plex enough to make inferences as to how a poet shoidl
write ridiculous." p.7.

23 Richards, PhilolOPAZ, P. 90.

24
lb, p. 94.5.
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RHE FORICAL ANALYSIS OF DRAMA:

A CRITICAL AND CREATIVE PROCESS

by

Louis B, weary, Senior in Speech,

Uniuersity of California. Berkeley

Most of the public and a great part of the literary
world think of rhetoric pejoratively. A passage in a text
is dismissed as "Just rhetoric," or a poet's work is down-

graded as "basically rhetorical." Rhetoric in literature

'is thought of as a collection of devices which are inciden-
tal to, and probbly detract from, the work, in fact,

rhetoric is a systematic tool which can be universally
applied to both creation and criticism.

Rhetorical theory, assumes that creator both under-
stands where his work is going and is in control of the

process. from this assumption, it mutt be granted that
interpretation lies within the text itself. Once this is

established, it is obvious that it is unfair to look at

the work with a preconceived idea of its meaning. That is

the prerogative of the creator: the critic's 'responsibility
is to discern the author's intention from the work as it
develops, or,conversely, to be the ideal audience. The

ideal audience brings to the text only the tools of reading.
That is, he accepts the work as an entity and looks for the
author's intention -as the author develops it in time, not

with the aid of h,ndsight or already established viewpoint.

One kind Of literary criticism starts with a view of
the evetall work and works dOwn to the level of the individ-
ual words only after the interpretation has been set. Where

this approach leads is best evidenced by the continued
misreadings, not of obscure works, but of t'stoe Lear, a You
utt.0 and (atiolanms, of Keats, Wordsworth. and Coleridge,
and Melville, Conrad, and Hawthorne, Obviously, it would

be foolish to say that ten generations of literary critics
are wrong about the most studied literature in the world,
That is patently untrue; but what is true is that their
intdepretations are based on a methodology so individual
and devious as to amount to little more than informed opin-

ion. While the method becomes unnecessarily complex, the
cenventional approach is simple. The work (for the purposes

of this paper I propose to treat only with drama) is read

and considered as an entity, Some hypothesis is formed

about it its intent, its characters and their purpose,
the reasons for the apparent structure, the overall "theme,"
and any other generalizations which seem workable. The

hypothesis it then tested by looking for supporting and
contradictory :evidence within the text, The results vary,
Sometimes the method works perfectly, and a comprehensive
understanding of the text is reached by the critic--the

play is nailed down without serious problems, However,

sometimes the critic finds himself in the position of the
early'geographer who thought that the earth was flat; his
hypothesis is wrong, but his intellectual ability is so

great that he is able to construe the textual evidence so
as to support his theory, and his incorrect interpretation
becomes accepted,

An approach based on textual rhetoric, using both
figures and structure, avoids the trap of starting with an
hypothesis about the work, instead It applies a methodology

lah Is based en the nature of the genre and which can be

applied. universally, The only assumption necessary Is that

.9.
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language in context is indicative of the author's intention.

Or, conversely, that language in context is what affeets
the audience, Language, from the overview, can be miScon0
struad, hut the assumption is that if the creator hat)
control of the creation, the language says what he wants
it to soy from start to finish.

Rhetorical analysis of drama has two broad bases:
character and structure. Unlike in conventional analySiS,
character comes first, .Rhetorical analysis mirrors the
creative process. From language, character is built: from
the interaction of character comes structure: the structure
contains the art. Implied in the lam-page of a character
in context is how he will act in a given situation. If

the artist is to control the work, he must be sore that hiS
characters are their language, that they do not contradict
it.

When a character speaks in a certain way, whether in
real life or on the stage, we make certain assumption's .

ebout-him and about hit relationship to other people, Ihut,
from her characteristic rhetoric, we can identify a eharaca
ter as the "Jewish Mother" because it hat,becom4 a pure
form, a convention, Similarly, there are many other Cdha
ventionel stances which we recognize immediately: the bully,
the braggart, the simpering virgin, for example, have all
become burlesque. Such textual analysis is based on the
assumption that the rhetoric of complex, threeadimensional,
"real" characters such as Edmund and Lear, R6salinti, or
Coriolanus determines their character. In other words, the
character of Edmund can be established immediately, not only
by what he says or does; but by how he sayS what he says,
in the first scenes in which he appears, Context is means
Ingrid; hyperbole, Elt la, does not fix a character in a
stance role, but the sum of characteristic figures does,
Just as the rhetorical question can call forth the Jewish
mother, and heroic litotes the bully, each figure implies
both by its presence and by its absence, something about
the character who uses it,

Rhetorical analysis is basically simple, A text is
read closely for rhetorical figures, without direction or
bias based on any concept of the work, but simply for
identification and notation, There is no way to learn to
discriminate the figures except by practice; theoretical
definition and knowledge of the figures is useful only when
solidified by practical applications since figures are not
significant out of context, Once noted, figures fall into
categories; some will recur continually, In every speechi
both soliloguoy and dialogue, some will exist In dialogue
consistently, some in soilloquoy only, Many figures will
Occur occasionally, but not in a pattern, Obviously the
figures which are ubiquitous are basic to the Character:
they tell us something specific about him, to do figures
which are absent. And if a character speaks one way in
dialogue and another In soliloquoy, do we not suspect him
of duplicity? in a glossary of rhetorical terms complied
and edited by Professors William J, Brandt and Leonard e,
Nathan of the University of California at Berkeley, the
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figures are divided into three broad categories: argumenta-
tkle figures, tropes, stance figures. This glossary's
emphasis Is considerably different from that of classical
rhetoric, but the terms are essentially the same, The
method is primarily definition by operative function,
Argumentative figures are self explanatory; they are primar-
ily structural figures, and their function is to persuade;
enillemmmed ell tributlo, IAUILL04119_, senARtia, xem luny,
anal, and antaheSis are fanfi liar fige-rei in t e argmmen-
CariVe group, TrtiPes consist of terms which vivify language
by exploiting some semantic discontinuity; for example, the
familiar smedeetie, metonomy,, metaphor, and the
less familiar itutio and IsanAllti2., slance figures,
last of all, ore made up of thoiefigures which determine
the role of the character and lead the audience to a partic-
ular response. Typical stance figures .are egatraphl,
earrettie, eXelAmetio, erbolei irony, litOtei, REILLNLLI
4-Milhers. inrshort, any figure which determines or
clarifies the audience-speaker-play relationship Is a stance
figure. There are a great many other figures which cannot
be pieced anywhere because their ,affect varies too much
with eont,:ft. In fact, any figure, argumentative or trope
can be a stance figure in context.

At this point in analysis, the figures have been iden-
tified and any apparent patterns noted, The next problem
is to determine the implications of the figures and the
patterns. When Jacques first enters in 6112.11.11.12.111 and
piles byllerhalA on top of conventional hyperbole, isn't it
possible fe'Oredict that he will eventually pet inside a
metaphorical barrel and listen to the reverberations of his
"All the World's a Stage' speech? He fixes his character
the moment that he opens his mouth, if we take the trouble
to examine .his rhetoric in relation to the other characters.
Yet for yeats, Shakespearean actors have cleared their
throats. ltepped forward, and declaimed "All the WorJd's
a Stage" exactly'as if it were the philosophical statement
of the play, when in fact it is the ultimate in parody.
Similar errors can occur whenever the literal meaning gives
possible interpretive clues contrary to context.

Coriolanus was seen by the plebians in his play as a
man of Immente and all-consuming pride, a monument to
insolent aristocracy. The piebians are clearly identified
in the play as worse than cretins and completely without
judgment or discretion; they equate the price of grain with
Civic virtue; they distribute all conduct into "for us or
against us "; in short their rhetoric demonstrates the stance
of militant tette-gratification. Critics and performers
persist ih believing that the plebians are correct in their
estimation of Coriolanus, the man. Examination of his Mete
oric shows two characteristic figures, The first is abusio,
the unmediated trope, which is vivifing language of the
strongest type. The second is asxeststlo, the simplest form
of catalogue, a list, When he IS in battle, Coriolanus'
language has the ring of swords on shields; he Is eommande
Ing and thSpleattonal, When he is In a political situation,
he It blunt, Inarticulate, and'conventional, is this the

language of a proud man, pride In the sense of the seven
deadly sfinst Or is Weather the language of a man who is
lost when he Is away from the arena which is his life, the
language of a man conscious of his worth and his place,
and painfully shy when he Is away from his area? The
tragedy is implicit in the character of Coriolanus as shown
by his rhetoric, as in Shakespeare's immense statement about
taLL maaa, out, if we see Coriolanus as proud only, the
tragedy and the statement disappear and nethieg it left but
the narrative, The two brief examples hint at what can be
done with rhetorical figures for the purpose of character
determination, They are deliberately obvious, but it can
be imagined what can be done with the truly complex
characters such as Lear, The Important point is that it
can be done before the fact; before the plebians have had
a chance to tell us that Coriolands Is overweeningly proud,
we haVe determined that he is not simply that, There is no

need to fit the evidence into a gestalt hypothesis, because
we find Shakespeare's Intention in the language,
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The second half of the analytic precetsS is rhetorical
structure, which can be said to be an extension of the
dictum that a banana peel whicappears in the first ac
Should be stepped on in the third. Two elements work
together in structure; static elements such as Jacques
in 01You lt, Clouchester in 1111g. Leak and the
plebians in Coriolanus are constants, (177; molt
characters, as blocs of stance, Kinesthetic elements,
Lear, Edmund, Rosalind, and Coriolanus undergo a change:
Rhetorical structure is than, the reaction of the
kinesthetic elements against each other and against the
static, stance blocs. All of the larger figures are
evident in structure, Antithesis is comment structural
distr_ibutle is often used to 4establish hlerarchStruetue
ral entilmonq can be used to make the audience see'a
logicif progression, and other figures can be used in
similar voays. The kinesthetic relationship Of Rosalind
and Orlando reacts against the stance of JaCqueli,Ptrotp4
tion, stylized, is played off against the static 'stance
of the court. In Lag,Lear, Clouchester and 0000114
polorize the stance bloc, the stable axis of the play,
around which the interaction of Lear, himself, and WOW
takes place. The point is that once character it eltabo-
lished, once we know which characters are stance and can
place them through the fundamental tool of the figurative
analysis, we can form expectations and look for relation=
ships implicit in the characters.

In Coriolanus, we find two fundamental StaA00 WOOS.
Menenius has a triple role: he is the int0000Uter
between Coriolanus, the Tribunes, and the pieblins; he is
the stater of problems delivering the three knocks that
traditionally herald the tragedy; and he is the suave fell
to the painfully shy Coeiolanus. The wend stance
bloc is the plebians, collectively. They den be character-
;zed, "panes et otreeniem," Throughout the ploy, they
demand pacification in the form of reassurance from the
power structure that they are important. Their stance Is
established, in the opening speech by one commoner When
he states that Coriolanus is the chief enemy of the
people because he thinks he is better than they ae,
The conmoner's proof of this is his statement that
Coriolanus is against the dole.

The fundamental question of the play is Owl solely
through the interaction of the two stances with the
changing character of Coriolanus which is further played
off against the stance of his mother. The play
into question the validity of vox mall and at,the SAM
time the insanity of the equation: military success egUeig
political competence, Without the knowledge. of the scarce
and the character, the question cannot be potedLwIthoet
the character analysis it is difficult to identify the
stance. Looking at the play as a whole and working
backwards to character, it Is easy to go wrong abOut both
the characters and the play. But, Starting with the
rhetoric of the individual, proceeding to the structural
Interaction, and ending with the play at a gestalt, it
is hard to go wrong,

Briefly stated, that Is the case for rhetoric as the
tool for literary criticism, particularly draMe, it it '

not necessary to point out the small adaptation necessary
to make the two apply tothe novel, the short story, and
to poetry. In every genre there are at least two %/bidet,
the author and the speaker; he matter what the convention,
they can never be one. All literature contains interaction
conveyed by rhetoric and directed to an audience, The
tool can be applied anywhere, and works anywhere, because
it follows the development of the statement rather than
moving backwards from the end product to the paetS.

The final criterion for discarding aeoventional
literary criticism is that it leads nowhere, The best of
literary criticism makes only a statement about the work
in question, and it is seldom am.open-ended Statement,
That it, it may explicate beautifully, it may deal
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definitively with the "whet" of something, it may even

answer the "why" and the "how", but it is not capable
of translation into the creative process, All of the
meteotis of crItical studyexamination of vocabulary, verb
form studies, image duster countingare self limitinin
they occur after the fact, in the same sense that political
pundits can always toll us why X won the election after

ho has won it,

Rhetorical analysis s 'lot subject to that limitiation,

It Is as useful to the creator as it is to the critic. The

author starts with intention, and using rhetoric, he has

the means to implement it, The tools in terms of. the

figures are universal. The author is still free to invent.
The critic has access t the same process, where the
author began with his intention and used rhetoric to
implement it the Critic is able to begin with the rhetoric
and follow the whole process of implementation to the

author's intention. Aside from the obvious gains in
Simplification of methodology, this analysis forces an
absolute integrity to the text on the part of the reader.

it is an open*ended system: it works from intention
for the author, giving him a method to control the creative
processt it works ta intention for the critic, enabling
him to follow the creative process to intention.
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A% numerous writers in the speech field testify, we

are I well aware that many of the ideas and beliefs
adhered to in rhetoric today are directly traceable to the
rhetorical theory of Richard Whately, Douglas Ehninger
states that although Whately is "not the only force influen-

tial in shaping the theory found in most of our textbooks
and courses" in argumentation today, "Whately's influence is
certainly a major onemajor enough to persist and to set
the dominant pattern for nearly two centuries."'

Many of these writers also remark about the religious
ends for which Archbishop Whately intends his Elements_of
Rhetoric. Wayland Parrish describes the book as an "eccle-
liastical rhetoric " - -'one which divides its attention almost

equally between ermine the pulpit orator for his task of
demonstrating the revealed truths of religion to an un-
lettered congregation and equipping the Christian apologist
who is called upon to defend his faith against the attacks
of nonbelievers."2 The implication of such statements is
that there is a connection in some way between Whatelyee
interest in religion, the subject matter with which he is
dealing, and the rhetorical aids or forms he develops as a
consequence of this interest, However, these statements
for the most part stand relatively unsupported and neither
the implied relationship of substance and form in Whately,
nor the importance of this relationship is developed.

It is therefore the purpose of this paper to examine
specific instances of the relationship between the sub-
stance3 with which Whately is dealing, that is truth, and

his proposed form4 for dealin9 with the sute.oance, that is

'Campbell, Blair, Jnd Whitely Readings in

Rhetoric, ed. Lionel Creeker, et al. (Springfield, Ili.,

1965); p, 373, See aleo Wayland M. Parrish, "Whately and
His Rhetoric," Quarterly Joerneepe Speech, XV (February
1929), 58'79; James A. Winans, "Whately on Elocution,"
Quarterly Journal et Speech, XXXI (February 1945)) 1=8;

Oroville I, Pence, "The euncept and Function of Legical
Proof in the Rhetorical System of Richard Whately," Speech
Monographs, XX (March 1953), 23-88; and Clarence W, Edney,
"Richard Whately on DIspoeitio," Seceech_tionocirolzbe, XXI

(August 1954), 227.234,

2 !bid,. P. 366.

3 By ubetence I d.1 rt_t;.r;riy to a concept that i, more

baeit er fundemeetal thee %pecific subject eateve or enntenL,

Thi, .-,'.':pt underli-, contnl, Substance as I shall use it

re! ts to epist,edieiiiel cont_ern.--Ate' the eeercee :11 know-

ledge and truth, The et* underlying vebiect -aster

with which any rhetoreal theory .u',t dual is a definite be

het a to how see can or perhop cannot lent., Hill a

etateeent is true or certain.

4
By form I dm referring to what might he termed method,

technique or tructurc.

elements of logic and rhetoric. Following this examination,
the extension of this relationship to his concept of rho-
toric as a whole and its modern implications will be ex-
plorcd,

FirSt it is necessary to examine more closely the
implications of Whately's interest in religion, before
enumerating examples of the relationship between substance
and form,

The basic assumption unde'ying statements which refer
to the influence upon Whately's rhetoric of his interest in
defending religion is touched on by the phrase "the 're*

vealed truths of religion," The truths of religion ore re-
vealed through nature as witnessed by the Scriptures.
Intuitive truth exists in the nature of things and is inured-

lately perceived through some inherent, and therefore God-
given, faculty of the mind when one is confronted through
direct experience, the memory, or the imagination with the
evidence or such truLhs,5 The resulting truths arc absolute
in the Platonic sense of that term. The truths of Christian
religion as revealed through nature are thus perceived by

the intuition, Consequently, the belief that truth for
Whately H derived intuitively is the basic assumption
underlying the statements by theorists attempting to evalu-
ate Whately'" rhetorical theory.

.

Although Whitely does not state this assumption in
the Eleneete of Rhetoric, that ho does indeed believe that

truth is derived intuitively is apparent in his discussion
of the primecy of deduction over induction of his eigmenel
of eolice'" Whately contends that the process of induction
ie ea0e posible only by a pre/ious deduction. The conclu-

sion of this deduction he tern:, the "principal of adequacy"
which ie turn becomes the "Great Major Premise" or assump-
tion behind all induction. This premise states that the
instance, taken as a sample are adequate to warrant an in=
ference to the whole class, Thus, Whately's chain of
reasoning H. from intuitive evidence based on sensation, to
iettetive truths formulated by innate or God-given and self=
evident laws of reason, to the premises or a deduction
which results in a conclusion that in turn justifies induce

Lion,

One of the most fundamental intuitive truths pertains
to the constancy in nature, Whately States that it matters

little whether this truth is learned or intuitive, How=

ever, if belief in the operation of a eniversol ie learned,

then it is the reeult of a .eriee of experience, which when

5 C, W, Edn,y, "George Campbt l I's Theory el eeecal Truth,"
Speech Monographs, XV (1948), 20-24,

6 Richard Whately, Efemer10 of Logic (Boston, 1856),
pp, 257.258,
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w.ed ' a basis for ii.ason ir-i result in a conclusion by
Whatelr could no; oakc his statement. that

deduction is primary to lf, un the other hand,
the operation of a universal is a truth arrived at intui-
tively, then it is the result of immediate perception by
the of that truth. Because intuitive truths compose
the original pronises from whi,:h all other, are riferred,
th. .s! 1 ,;o r'1 to. the
pre' .se 01 a ae,L,..1,A,1, ned,i o,, is pri

:t Thoyt-r, ht pr
dtck:t7,,, whAtel.. ..,t !hat tnot,lAge of the
6l,tac, of nat,re an d,i -A truth, 'sd,-
stal,,. Whatel., is, thin, truth.

The problel. remains of ill,,tratin the relationship
.bstnco, hi..h I have -.,tauli,,tiod a. iut,it..c-

i-f r or the method of pro.,ipti tioe,A,,,- of
A li...taLion on (He And snoe, ill :trat'ynr fr,
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yvpyrint, rather than ,1.4Li4Li truth that is hituitively
Jred, Thus there is a direct relationship between sub-
tall.... or his belief in intuitive truth and lorm or his

classification of the second kind of argument as "other."
The form used is chosen in light. of the substance for which
IL is intended.

flu e,ond area .,t general cole,ideration, argument

fro!, induction, Whitely tuthr 'subdivide,, into orgnment
fro., ;campls and argument from 01111.)06 Within hi',la' it icat ion id at-At/it'd crow ind,utiwn, the felotion5nip

117,1 an,. t I!.d tor., is 11 i 'i .,iiun of a
,ien or can.,,,Con and his Al iteria for judging the

el sn,h an argument, Although Whately deals extert-
,iy,I. ca.,-,ation in his di,cussion of a_prjori ar(Jument
diet arau 'tiro hr cloys n 4 rclatt causation to
indu,tior. To do so would be to view the conclusions of
;ndu,tion a. predictions, However, Whately's trutte.,
having been e.,tablished prior to thy inductive process, do

t allow for prediction. He is only interested in proving
or establishing these intuitive truths. He looks back
oloint c;sclush,ely ro the moment of ,,velation, rather than
to thy tutor.'. Again the suteoan,o influences the form,
resultino in the omission 01 a distussion of causation
ithin .nductin.

Who Fit i i for tcslinn induc i e, or argument
tr 8-90), Sufficiencye include suffieien4 8
,Icons that tho number of objects or ire,lances taken as Cl

sayple :s adequate as evidynct. to warrant the conclusion.
Ootsido of What,ly', system, ..ellicitr_y has no boundaries.
N, d..f7nite nu,hr t.m many and no definite number is
toe 13,11,g so.o biguous, sulfi:ieney can function only
to ,rant that (me generalization is weaker or stronger than

a,,ther, depending upon the numbt of ex.amPles in the sample.
Therefore, determining a sufficient sample is essentially
a ,satter of judgment based on common sense--something
within man that tells him the sample is sufficient, This
nut:un of a !'axis in common sense comes close to Whately's
notion of a Ltsis in intuitive truth. The number of
,imples used in an induction is suff.,:int for Whately
because the induction is preceded b a deduction, based on
the intuitively derived truth that thene is a constancy in
nature and stating in its conclusion that the number of
ecomples in the induction is sufficient to warrant the
conclusioe. Thus, ,ufficiency tor Whtely is no longer
a.bigou', hit tihatly is saying in

.(A-pc that a suffi:icnt number of examples is the number
of e.ampls that is sufficient, intuitively. One's God*
;jiver, faculty of mind tolls him what number is sufficient,

Therefore, Whately'' choice of sufficiency as a criterion
for induction again illustrates the influence of substance
on form.

The second .,ebdivision of argument from induction is
argument from analogy. In argument from analogy, the
analogue is more remote from the case in point than in the
former. Whately distinguishes further between these two
classes by pointing out that resemblances in example are
direct and concrete, while in analogy they are more ab,,
stract--the analogue and case in point only standing in
similar relations to other things. He contends that the
further removed the analogue from the case, the more
effective is the analogy (pages 90-92).

An examination of his clef ini Lien reveal, that. Whotcly's
arao e.Ct from analogy is, similiar to what is tro referred to

IH'adlivt. analogy in which thing, of different oleisse
are compared, He does not,,Ito.p :yr, distinguish between
figurative analogy and literal .-Ilogy in which things of
the same class J:C compared, IL would even be possible,
according to Whotely's definition, to place literal analogy
within argument from example. In addition to this omis.

Whately takes an opposing stand to the conventional
belief that the closer the analogue to the case the more



eltectiv. th, in 11oLlyt;i

Wh holy he.es both his delinit ;on id
f_rilerion vtlctivcrws of an anloqy on Ali

oe.,t issy of nature. till. intuit eu t r. t h

is demonstrated more lor,clully by a cotIpaison between
different classes than by a comparison within the same
class. In like manner, the more remote the analogue to the
case, the more forceul the argument because the basic
intuitive truth is more o ly demonstrated. Thus, an egg
and a seed bear a like r ion to the future nestling of a
bird and a young plant, 's il,o and more effectively to
the parent bird and the old plant (page 90-91).

Conveotioeally, snaiogy, and cspocially
analogy, is considered to be less rigorous than other toms
of reasoning. However, Whately places analogy as a separ-
ate form of argument and gives great. weight to its value.
Again, these principles are the result of Whately's belief
that analogy is a clear demonstration of an intuitive truth.
Again, the forreof the proof, this time of analogy in its
definition, its criterion, its emphasis and its worth, is

directly influenced by substance or intuitive truth.

The last area to be considered is that of testimonial
evidence. Whately removes testimony from inartistic proofs,
where it is placed by Aristotle, and gives it new status by
making it a species of sign. He contends that the existence
of testimony can be taken as a mark or indication of the
event referred to, since testimony is a direct consequence
of the event attested to.

A matter of fact. is something which might. conceivably
be submitted to the senses, and about which there can. be
no disagreement among persons present. Thus, if the wit-
nesses are confronted with the same facts they cannot by
definition disagree. Therefore, testimony is a sign that
an event occurred (pages 58-59).

In his work HistpricsDoubts Whately attempts to show
in what way the Scriptures as testimony may be regarded as
providing valid historical evidence for Christian beliefs
or intuitive truth.9 This he does by interpreting testi-
mony in light of his purpose.

Thus, Whately's conclusions concerning his general
classification of arguments, argument from example and
argument from analogy, and testimonial evidence are the
result of the relationship of substance or intuitive truth
and the form taken by his logical proofs. The extension
to Whately's entire concept of rhetoric of this relation-
ship results in what has been termed a managerial rhetoric.
Rhetoric For Whately is "the finding of suitable arguments"
and their "skillful arrangement" in order to prove for
someone else a truth arrived at through the intuition and
before the process of rhetoric begins (page 40). Thus,
rhetoric manages the materials used in support of a pre-
viously derived truth. Invention in Aristotle's rhetoric
entails the discovery of matter, or what is to be said, and
is distinct from disposition, which entails deciding how
best it can be said. Within Whately's system, however,
invention is reduced to the finding of forms, or the means
by which truth may be established, and becomes fused with
disposition or the arranaement of these. forms. Douglas
Ehninger starter that Whately b;oqs "together invention

8 Jack Ray and Harry 24100S, "Reasoning and Argument: Some
Special Problems and Types," PutsPusJiYes_M_AligumentOliM
ud. Gerald R. Miller et al, (Chicago, 1966), p. 97.

9 Ralph S. Pomeroy, ' Whately's ttilia5LIkekIL: Argument

and Origin," Quartatly Journal of Speech (February 1963),
P 73.
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and 67,pu,:tion and welds thy:, ioto one general body -'
do,_ii In, al rt.,: Ltd tothira hing how th, a prii,r;

,,f thc Chrkt ;an rat,,r or cii,,pw :mi. :a,

i'isssod spun thers,"10

In liaht of tilt. relationship of substance ad for
Whately's thew/ and the major influence of his the,r,
today's rhetoric, ,,hat is needed is a esesam!notioe
direct applicability of his soncepis today. Much of Whjtei,'s

theory may still be of use. However, the consIssio,,'

many of today's epktenoloqii.OI concerns, or the scor,h

the' ar., , tsth, chffr rea7sall, fro- Whately'.,
upi,to.tolo*.al conslusins, and it any of the forms pr,,

wised by 4,10l. I., in tiy today include forms affected 1); 1.

sl trstn, thin thee lay no lone-r

applicable.

At a ,loe qcneral level, the evidence of a relation-
ship between substance and form :n Whately substantiates
the absolute necessity for the consideration of a !tato-
'ician's epistemological concerns in conjunction with .1

consideration of his rhetorical theory. These concerns

involve discovering a rhetorician's definition of such
concepts as knowledge and truth, determining his sources
for the criteria by which to judge evidence, and establish-
ing the relative probability of the conclusions reached
from these ultimate premises. A rhetorical theorist's
concept of the origin of truth is at the most fundamental
level the substance with which he is dealing, and it in-

fluences to A great extent the form his theory takes. In

addition, it is only through a consideration of epistemology
that we arrive at the relationship between a specific rhet=
°rico' theory and truth. If rhetoric is not involved with

the discmiery of truth, but is solely the form for trans,=

mitting, proving, or clarifying the truth, then we have the
problem of justifying and defending an art that is simply
instrumental in nature and which is of use only in address
sing those who dy not have cognitive ability adequate to
grasp the truth.11

10
In Crocker; et. al., pp. 360-361.

11

Robert L. Scott, "On Viewing Rhetoric as Epistemic,"
Central States Speech Journal (February 1967), PP. 9 10.


